Adria Firestone’s Course @ www.thecharismaexpert.com

Dynamic Adria Firestone is a ‘force of nature.’ She is well-spoken,
multi-talented, and brilliant at communicating with, and inspiring, an
audience whether the setting be a darkened theater, a student
master class, or a professional board room. Her positive attitude
and inspiration are infectious. Adria’s passion and generosity for
sharing her skills are a special gift to be experienced by all.
John Hoomes , Artistic Director | Nashville Opera

Firestone

Inspiring, insightful & one of the most exciting afternoons I have ever spent! ~ Delta Airlines Group
Your coaching transformed me. I have new confidence & rocked my presentation. Our work
allowed me to be my best with my sound, my appearance and so calm inside. I have never felt
that way before. I got the account! ~ Kathleen N., Medical Sales Rep.

adria

You have a powerful presence. Well-crafted, creative and challenging questions helped us
implement your system for clearer communication. ~ Lion’s Club, Ponce, PR
Adria, you have helped me with my voice & my presence. Staff meetings were a nightmare. I
have learned to loosen jaw tension, strengthen my core and use my breath to speak. Huge difference. Now I can be heard without effort on my part and my body posture and body language are
so much more powerful. ~ C. Meyer, The Meyer Group

Leadership, Presentation & Communication
Charisma Is Not a Gift: it’s Skill Set
Discover the simple mindset shift that gets you
focused and calm, so you nail every speaking
gig. Use the Authentic Presentation Formula
and deliver your point impactfully, without
seeming sales-y. Magnetic listening: Discover
how to make your networking fun, your confidence soar and your clients love you.

The Zen of Great Presentation
Have you researched your audience? What is
the purpose of your presentation? Learn how
to structure your material and present it in a
way that is made to stick. Harness the power
of body language. Organize your thoughts with
clarity and focus and master the art of a great
sound bite.

The Power of the Servant Leader
Command the boardroom with gravity and
strength. An inspiring leader serves their team
with civility, clear communication and mutual
accountability. That kind of leadership
transforms a company’s culture and the clients
you serve.

You Are the Artist of Your Life
Pick new colors, a new design and create a
life and a business you love. The power of
choice transforms your life. When who you
are, how you look , how you sound and how
you act, all come together, the sky is the limit!
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ABOUT ADRIA
Known as a creative force and transformation specialist, Adria Firestone has worked with clients around the globe for more than 20 years. Adria is a
speaker, author and coach whose training and experience make her your source for coaching, seminars and keynotes on excellence and leadership. She is the go-to
person for career transition. Adria is a leading consultant for presentation skills, strategic communication and personal and professional development.
Adria has been on the faculty at New Jersey City University since 2003. She has designed and presented programs for, among others, Duke University, the
National University of Singapore Society, Dubai English-speaking school and Northwestern University.
Adria was an award-winning opera singer and actor for 20+ years. Her credits range from her world-renowned Carmen in Bizet’s opera to Family Guy. For our
troops in Desert Storm, from Shanghai to the Pacific Rim and from Cairo to Canada, Adria has performed throughout the world.
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